C-HPP 2019 Adelaide Activities
C-HPP posters 1-20
C-HPP lightening poster presentations
3 Poster Awards of USD200 each + certificate at
closing ceremony. Thank you Protifi!
Many HPP streams during the meeting
Invited Dr Sean O’Donoghue Speaking on :
“The Dark Proteome”, Thursday HPP WS

neXt-MP50 Update
Sun Moon Lake 2016: Galvanise efforts to
accelerate the finding of (PE1-4) MPs
2016: 2,949
2019: 2,129 (89.7%)
Chromosome Teams completed 50 MPs in 2019:
Chromosome 1, 5, 17, 19
Mt Ch completed
Near misses with 43-47:
Chromosomes 2, 3,10, X
Net increase 2018 to 2019: 20,230 -> 20,399
Lydie Lane will discuss this more this morning

C-HPP
C-HPP Phase I: Sept 2012 – Sept 2018
Dublin HUPO-2017 PIC voted to extend C-HPP
C-HPP Phase II: Sept 2018 – Sept 2027
Scientific missions of C-HPP are:
Identification, annotation and curation of the
human proteome
Functional annotation of the uPE1 proteins
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The Journal of Proteome Research will publish its seventh annual Special Issue dedicated to highlight progress on the
HUPO Human Proteome Project (HPP). The Special Issue considers papers encompassing both the ChromosomeCentric Human Proteome Project (C-HPP) and the Biology and Disease Human Proteome Project (B/D-HPP). In
addition, we will now consider short definitive reports, submitted in the Letters format, on the discovery of a Missing
Protein(s). To be considered, the missing protein(s) must meet the Guidelines v 2.1 and be put in the context of both
the HPP and biological setting in which they were discovered. We anticipate this format will encourage many teams,
particularly of the B/D-HPP, to highlight such protein discoveries in a disease and biological context.
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Journal of Proteome Research will publish its seventh annual Special

Christopher M. Overall, The University of British Columbia

▌Thematic Priorities:
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•
•
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Completing the high-resolution draft of the human proteome with new strategies and results leading to confident
identifications of neXtProt missing proteins (PE2 – 4) according to the C-HPP Guidelines v 2.1 or recent updates
Progress on the protein list of individual chromosomes and groups of chromosomes, annotating known proteins
and their isoforms/proteoforms and/or credibly identifying missing proteins (PE2 – 4)
Annotating proteins and their isoforms/proteoforms and/or identifying missing proteins found in rare or under
explored cells and tissues, and protein lists of human cell types as a step in creating a human cell proteome atlas
Produce and utilize “popular proteins” lists in B/D-HPP and contribute to the identification of missing proteins
Proteomic studies of proteoforms produced by proteolytic processing, PTMs, alternative splicing (ASV),
coding non-synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms (cSNPs), or chromosome abnormalities
Use of targeted proteomics, especially SRM and MS-SWATH, to extend chromosome-based protein findings
Disease studies utilizing chromosome information, characterizing amplicons, cis-regulated pathways or networks
New bioinformatic tools and approaches for annotating the human proteome
Biological mechanistic analyses inspired from proteomics data in diseases or biological processes
Biomarker discoveries based on the identification of novel ASVs, PTMs or cSNPs in proteomic studies

Highlights of the
HPP 6 & 7th Special Issues of
Journal of Proteome Research
Guest Editors: Young Ki Paik, Lydie Lane, Eric Deutsch,
Fernando Corrales, Gil Omenn
Associate Editor: Chris Overall

2016 18 Papers
2017 27 Papers
2018 32 Papers
2019 Potentially 25 papers
6 accepted, 1 submitted last week!
2 rejected
10 under first revision, waiting resubmission
9 under second revision waiting resubmission
October 1 ACS deadline for December 2019 Issue

Discussion Questions for
Adelaide Sunday HPP Workshop
KB pillar has identified the MPs that are intractable to MS
need to be winnowed for in depth non-MS studies. So,
how do we disseminate to the Chr Teams and community
the tractable vs. intractable MPs that can be identified by
proteomics? Online list to devise strategies?
Need new guidelines for MPs that are intractable to MS for
in depth non-MS studies. A new challenge for teams?
How to lever the antibody and archetypical peptide SRM
resources in the HPA and PeptideAtlas.
How do we identify the SNP variants of MPs that are
associated with disease, and disease-associated PTMs,
that may render variant MPs tractable to identification
where traditional MS approaches struggle? BioID, IPs?

21st C-HPP Workshop in St Malo
LOC: Charles Pineau
43 Registrants
28 talks
Great sponsorship thanks to
Charles
ACS and JPR heavily advertised
HPP Guidelines 3.0 working group
lead by Eric Deutsch
Nuno Bandeira MassIVE db now
part of the pipeline:
PeptideAtlas+MassIVE->neXtprot

Outreach
C-HPP page updated on the HUPO/HPP site
C-HPP portal updating in progress
C-HPP Wiki is updated and reorganisation in progress
Annual Newsletter August 1, 2019
Annual C-HPP Wiki newsletter September 12, 2019
neXt-MP50 semi annual report for St Malo and Adelaide
~70% PE1 expression clones now available from
Ch 10 Josh Labaer, Arizona State University
especially useful for the neXt-CP50

23rd Chromosome-Centric
Human Proteome Project Symposium

FROM CHROMOSOME-CENTRIC PROJECT TO THE HUMAN PROTEOME

10th Anniversary of the C-HPP Initiative

22-26 May, 2020
Saint Petersburg - Valaam Island – Saint Petersburg
Russia

c-hpp2020.ibmc.msk.ru

Discussion Questions for
Adelaide Sunday HPP Workshop
Many MS-tractable MPs are invisible to MS analyses of
healthy cells and static tissues. What is the solution?
Distal fluids of diseased tissues + diseased tissues are
promising sources of disease-linked MPs. Such MPs may
only be induced on microbiological, pathological, or
physical/chemical challenge. B/D-HPP collaboration.
How do we further collaborate and motivate the B/DHPP in the identification of MPs in their disease studies?
Technical Reports in 2019 HPP JPR SI designed
for B/D-HPP

Discussion Questions for
Adelaide Sunday HPP Workshop
How can we access rare tissues and cells?
e.g. human embryos and embryonic stem cells
e.g. transient expression at key developmental stages
e.g. transient pluripotent cells like the neural crest are key for
their differentiation into multiple cells and tissue types
Neural crest cell epithelial mesenchymal transition, migratory
ability and development of multipotency, the involvement of
multiple low abundance inductive signals, specifiers of the
neural plate borders and crest, crest effector genes/proteins
at different anatomical locations (e.g. cranium, vagal, sacral,
trunk, cardiac)
May be a focus for teams in countries with less restrictions on
human embryo research

What are the criteria that non traditional
proteins must meet to be counted in the
human proteome metrics?
Recognize the biological importance of SMORF-encoded
proteins and how they impact the human proteome parts list
I invited Alan Saghatelian to speak at Taipei-2016 HPP day.
Criteria for including SMORFs and lncRNA-encoded proteins
that generate stable products as included as bone fide proteins
of the parts list.
What defines a bioactive peptide vs. a short protein vs. a neoprotein?
If from expression of the original gene product how do we
classify the proteins:
e.g. Dentin sialophosphoprotein expressed and cleaved to two
stable proteins dentine sialoprotein and dentin phosphoprotein
e.g. Type IV collagen cleaved to Tumstatin

